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FROM THE EDITOR

Putting the EMM
building blocks in place

A

nalysts say this is
the year to review
your enterprise
mobility management strategy or develop one
if you haven’t already.
If you take that advice
know this: EMM is a marathon,
not a sprint, so while you are
thinking about what you can
do today with the tools available, you should be planning
for the future at the same time.
At the core, companies
need stability and scale, but
there are a lot of vendors
vying for the enterprise business with tools that have varying degrees of functionality.
This Digital Spotlight
explores the journey in front
of you as you manage this
moving target. Mobile device
management is just one
part of managing mobility
across the enterprise. Once

Manage and secure all devices, apps
and data for total mobile freedom.

devices are under control,
other important considerations include managing
the applications that run on
the devices, creating policy
controls and access rights
for different user groups, and
managing file permissions.
To get you started, we begin
with a look at the evolution of
file sharing and the lessons
we can apply to mobile management discussions today.
Next, we map out the key
players, important product
differentiators and top questions to ask. Last, we profile
four organizations that have
an EMM strategy in place.
We hope this helps you
assess your own business
needs, create a strategy and
reap the benefits of enterprise mobility management.
–Jodie Naze
Editor in chief

Mobility

XenMobile

Complete enterprise mobility management.

The right enterprise mobility strategy can take your
organization to new levels of collaboration, innovation
and growth.
Citrix XenMobile is the only comprehensive enterprise mobility
management solution that includes enterprise mobile device and app
management, an enterprise app store and beautiful productivity apps
users love and IT embraces.
Secure devices, apps and data—no matter where your mobile
workforce takes them—with XenMobile.

Learn more at www.citrix.com/xenmobile

©2013 Citrix Systems, Inc. All rights reserved. | 4988 Great America Parkway, Santa Clara, CA 95054 USA | *All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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The EMM
journey
How to create a strategy that balances
increasingly powerful mobile devices,
demanding users and complex security
challenges By David Strom

E

nterprise mobility is a
multi-phase journey with
the destination being a
flexible mobile strategy
that not only supports your current
business needs but evolves as the
business does. It starts with making a commitment, and companies
are doing just that. According to the
Network World 2014 State of the Net-

THINKSTOCK

work study, two-thirds of 282 senior
IT leaders polled plan on expanding access to corporate resources
from users’ mobile devices, and
almost 60% plan to buy smartphones and tablets to replace laptops for mobile employees.
Evolve is the key word. As mobile
devices become more powerful,
you must learn new management
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THE EMM JOURNEY

tools, address ongoing security
challenges and meet user expectations. That means your strategy
must change to align with these
demands. But this isn’t the first time
we’ve met this challenge. You could
say that enterprise mobility was a
foregone conclusion when the first
floppy disk was passed around the
office. Since then, file sharing has
come a long way, though some of
the tried-and-true methods have
proved inflexible and insecure.
Mobile device management (MDM)
tools, however, will eventually help
make those methods obsolete.
Here’s a quick look at how file
sharing has evolved to where we
are today, illustrating the types of
decisions you’ll have to make on
the road to managing your mobility solutions.

Simple LANs
When PCs first entered corporations, they were connected to
printers, if anything. Files remained
on floppy disks and later resided
on early 10 MB hard drives. Sharing
files was problematic. Version control didn’t exist. The first local-area



networks were painfully slow, and
most applications were built for
exclusive use on individual PCs.

Email attachments
Then the Internet and email
changed file sharing. We can now
attach documents to email and
send them anywhere in the world.
However, attachment size, hidden
malware, and security and control
limitations continue to be significant issues, especially as users send
email with attachments to personal
Gmail and other cloud accounts.

Document management
repositories
Next, products such as Microsoft’s SharePoint allowed companies to create document repositories under corporate control.
They solved document version
and access issues, but SharePoint
in particular is a “heavy” client,
meaning there is a lot of software
to install and maintain. It also isn’t
friendly when it comes to mobile
device use or Web access.

More efficient and secure file sharing
From the early days of standalone PCs to today’s mobile
world, how we share files has changed dramatically
Simple LAN connections to share files and printers

[
Email attachments
[
Email with attachments to personal accounts such as Gmail
[
Document management repositories such as Microsoft SharePoint
[
Cloud document-sharing portals such as Box and Dropbox
[
Cloud-based office suites such as Microsoft 365 and Google Docs
[
Document conversion services such as SlideShark
[
Tablet-specific office suites such as Docs To Go
[
File mover apps such as Rover
[
Terminal services such as XenApp
[
Full mobile device management tools
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Cloud documentsharing portals
Then cloud document-sharing
portals such as Box and Dropbox
and newer, more security-aware
services such as SpiderOak or
Wuala became popular. These services are easy to use, and users can
instantly share files with anyone
around the world. However, such
services can circumvent enterprise security by moving business
documents directly to a phone or
tablet, and anyone who has access
to your cloud storage account can
download those documents freely.

Cloud-based office suites
An improvement over the cloud
document-sharing services are
full-blown cloud-based office services such as Microsoft 365, Google
Docs, Zoho Docs, Open-Xchange
and SyncroCloud, among others.
While these have the same problems as cloud storage services in
terms of the risk of compromise,
some have additional security,
such as two-factor authentication.



A flexible working environment where
you can run any app on any device at
any location is the promise and province
of mobile device management tools.
Document conversion services
Up to this point in our journey,
file-sharing products were mainly
designed exclusively for desktop
PCs and barely tolerated access via
mobile devices. Many didn’t run
well on tablets, didn’t have appropriate menus for touch controls
and couldn’t be easily manipulated on the smaller tablet and
smartphone screens. One stopgap
measure that some users have
employed is a document conversion service like SlideShark, but
such products are specific to PowerPoint presentations.

Tablet-specific office suites
Another improvement is
tablet-specific office suites such
as Quickoffice, Docs To Go and
Apple’s iWork, enabling users to
read and edit documents directly
on a mobile device. These prod-

ucts support touch-and-drag interfaces, such as a relatively new iOS
version of Microsoft Office that is
touch-centric and designed for the
iPad. But all of these apps involve
compromises, including some loss
of document fidelity when moving
documents between mobile and
desktop versions.

File mover apps
Other mobile solutions that have
come into play include apps that
can control specific document
access rights, such as WatchDox.
Others, such as Accellion and Kaseya’s Rover, are designed only for
moving files between corporate
servers and mobile devices. However, while designed explicitly for
mobile computing, these apps create such a solid security envelope
that they make for a less-than-satisfying overall user experience.

Terminal services
Some vendors have gotten
around these trade-offs by using
standard terminal services and
extending them to mobile desktops. But such solutions require a
great deal of Internet bandwidth to
work effectively. The upside is that
both IT and users are already familiar with many of these products,
including Citrix XenApp, so lots of
additional training isn’t needed.

Full mobile device
management tools
None of the solutions we’ve discussed so far offer much in the way
of supporting a flexible working environment where you can run any app
on any device at any location. But
that is the promise and province
of MDM tools. MDM software can
bring mobile users fully into the
computing fold by offering solid
policy management and secured
containers on mobile phones.
David Strom writes and speaks
about networking and communications topics. He can be reached
through his web site or @dstrom.
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The landscape
Who’s who in the mobile management market,
along with key product differentiators
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THE LANDSCAPE



Mobility vendors aplenty
According to Gartner, mobile
device management (MDM) software revenue reached $784 million
worldwide in 2012, and it expects
that figure to exceed $1.6 billion in
2014. More than 50 vendors make
up this space, and given the number of mobile operating systems,
devices and applications on the
market today, choosing the right
tool isn’t as easy as putting up a
firewall to protect your network’s
resources.
In Gartner’s most recent MDM
Magic Quadrant (May 2013), AirWatch, Fiberlink (MaaS360), Good
Technology, Citrix, MobileIron and
SAP are the market’s major leaders and visionaries among others.
Each offers MDM products with
various levels of maturity in terms
of being enterprise-ready. Some
vendors (such as Citrix, Kaseya,
VMware and SAP) have come to
the MDM space through acquisitions, while others (such as BlackBerry, Good Technology and AirWatch) have offered products since
the market’s earliest days, when
mobile devices were rudimentary.

Gartner’s MDM Magic Quadrant
CHALLENGERS

ABILITY TO EXECUTE

M

obile devices have
become the tool of
choice for enterprises,
and IT leaders have
responded by making enterprise
mobility management (EMM) a
priority. Yet, as promising as their
plans are, the business value from
mobility remains mostly unrealized. Companies lag when it comes
to providing end-user tablet support and setting up policies for
bring-your-own-device (BYOD)
initiatives, and they offer limited
mobile access to legacy desktop
apps.
Part of the challenge surrounding corporate mobile support is the
rapid change in the device population, including the decline of BlackBerry and Nokia and new entrants
like Firefox OS and Windows 8
Mobile. IT must also determine
whether an EMM solution will support other network-attached items,
such as desktops and embedded
devices, not to mention devices
that are introduced as part of the
Internet of Things.

LEADERS

AirWatch
MobileIron
Citrix
SAP
Good Technology
Fiberlink

Sophos
McAfee
Blackberry Trend Micro
Absolute
Tangoe Software
LANDesk
Kaspersky Lab

NICHE PLAYERS

Box Tone
Soti
Symantec
IBM

VISIONARIES

COMPLETENESS OF VISION
Source: Gartner (May 2013)
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A maturing market
Four trends demonstrate that the
MDM space is quickly maturing:
The cloud has become more
important. A few years ago, the
major MDM vendors were mostly
using their own dedicated hardware, or at least running on standard Windows servers. That is no
longer the case. Most of the major
vendors, including MobileIron,
AirWatch and IBM, either have an
additional cloud-based management offering or are moving toward
cloud-only management products.
Desktops and mobile devices
are often being managed together.
Some MDM solutions, such as AirWatch, can manage both mobile and
desktop devices from the same console, making it easier for help desks.
And some general endpoint and
network security vendors, including
Sophos and Symantec, have added
MDM functionality into existing
desktop security product lines.
Pricing is becoming more standardized. In the past, MDM vendors
had wildly different pricing strategies and complex pricing sheets.
Recently that has begun to change,



Value still to be tapped from enterprise mobility

Formal support for tablets

Formal policy
for Bring Your
Own Device
(BYOD)

Integrated unified communications support
in more devices

Expanding
access to corporate resources
from mobile
devices

Smartphones
and tablets as
laptop replacements for
mobile workers

Have achieved
or installed, or
in production

20%

18%

14%

10%

8%

Piloting

17%

18%

14%

19%

15%

On our radar/
actively
researching

35%

34%

33%

47%

44%

Source: 2014 State of the Network Study, Network World, 282 respondents

with fewer extra-cost options and
prices either by seat or by server
becoming the norm. However,
there are still some vendors, such
as Citrix and Good Technology, that
offer multiple software modules,
each with different pricing.
Some enterprises are choosing not to standardize on specific mobile devices. The mobile
handset market is moving rapidly,

making BYOD more critical. “We
started out trying to manage our
mobiles and standardize on particular corporate-owned devices,
but within two or three months, we
found that we had a completely
new set of devices to choose from.
Phones were being introduced
faster than we could vet them for
our approved list,” said American
Red Cross CIO John Crary. As such,

it might not make sense to try to
own your own devices any longer, which means you will need
to adjust your security strategy
accordingly. Of course, this also
means that you may need an MDM
solution even more than before,
since you’ll likely want to keep your
users’ personal data separate from
work-related information.

–D.S.
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Tech challenge for Android devices
Developers might want to
experiment with setting up two
virtual machines on an Android
phone when a traditional
EMM product won’t do

O

ne alternative to using
a vendor’s enterprise
mobility management
(EMM) tool is to build your own.
Why bother? If you are developing your own corporate mobile
apps and don’t trust that existing EMM products are secure
enough, or you want to have
complete control and customize
your tools for specific needs (for
example, to encrypt certain data
over the wire), here is an interesting approach: Use virtualization
technologies to run two virtual
machines on your Android device.
This split makes it easier to keep
your work-related apps separate
from personal ones, enabling
them to operate in their own separate and protected environment,
also known as a container. Here’s

an example using an Android
Nexus 10. Two copies of Android’s
Jelly Bean 4.2 OS were placed
on the smartphone using a Xen
hypervisor for ARM CPUs. (See
a demonstration of how this was
done.)
The idea is clever: Employ a
hypervisor as a way to isolate
your VMs, just as you would for
a desktop OS. As smartphone
CPUs get more processing power
and come with increasingly larger
memories, it makes sense to use
a standard virtualization technology to securely deploy apps while
allowing users to run whatever
they wish on their phones.
Most of the EMM vendors offer
some form of protected workspace as part of their deployments. For example, BlackBerry
Enterprise Server includes a “balanced” option that divides iOS
and Android devices into personal
and business areas with different security policies in each. The
problem is that these workspaces

are somewhat limited: Either
specialized device drivers that are
smartphone operating systems
VM-aware. These drivers must
artificially limit the number of
be able to switch context from
user profiles that a single phone
one VM to another without losing
can employ, or the workspaces
their place or adding in unacceptprotect only apps such as email
able delays. This is particularly
or file and Web browsing, or only
important for audio quality, which
a single protected container can
is extremely sensitive to network
be used per phone. A much betlatency and other delays. Secter solution would be to run a
ond, given the graphics-intensive
full-blown VM that lets you load
nature of smartphones, both
whatever app you want
Android VMs need
to protect and have as
high-performance
many different VMs as
GPU-accelerated graphyou need to load differics processors, which
ent profiles or use cases,
demand high throughkeeping each VM isoput and low latency.
RELATED
lated from other VMs.
Getting the right conREADING
But there’s a rub.
figuration is possible, but
AndroVM
While this has a lot of
in the Android Nexus 10
blog: Running
intellectual appeal, you
example, the presenter
Android in a
Virtual Machine
are trading one series of
acknowledges that
How to Install
problems — what you
the deployment isn’t
Android
in
can place in your EMM
completely error-free
Virtual Machine
containers — for another
in terms of the context
Xen Project
by running the VMs on
switching.
Community Blog
your phone. First, you
–D.S.
Dual-Android
must find numerous
on Nexus 10, by
Lovene Bhatia
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Questions
to ask
an EMM
provider
Enterprise mobility management isn’t just
about managing the device. Deploying a full
mobility solution means properly managing
policies, apps and users as well. Here are key
issues to cover before choosing a product.

THINKSTOCK
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QUESTIONS TO ASK AN EMM PROVIDER

M

obile device management is just one part
of managing mobility
across the enterprise.
Once you have your devices under
control, there is a lot more to take
care of if you plan to deploy a full
mobility solution. While we naturally tend to focus on the phones
and tablets we tote around, there
are other considerations that are
just as important, including tasks
like managing the applications
that run on the devices, creating
the right kinds of policy controls
and access rights for different user
groups, and managing file permissions. Here are some issues to
consider as you examine the total
enterprise mobility management
(EMM) solution.
Are there separate modules or
products for device, app and file
management? The level of integration in the EMM space is still
somewhat lacking, and with many
products, such as Citrix XenMobile
and AirWatch Enterprise Mobility
Management, you need to download separate client pieces to handle device, app and file manage-



ment tasks. This makes enrolling a
device more complex, as you must
ensure that each of these separate
client pieces is installed properly.
Does the solution have multiple
management consoles? Some
products have a single management console, which makes administering their functions easier than
with products that have more
than one management console or
policy collection. This is an indication of how rapidly solutions are
evolving. For example, both Fixmo
Enterprise Mobility Platform and
BlackBerry Enterprise Server 10
have multiple consoles, which
means you must enter your policy
details multiple times. That can get
tedious and create an opportunity
to introduce errors. Further, with
some products, management functions are completely cloud-based,
while with others, they are done
with on-premises Windows servers.
With most of these products, even
the on-premises servers have Web
interfaces, making it easier to bring
up the consoles from any desktop
with the right browser version.
How granular are the policy

If your staff
travels outside the
U.S., having the
ability to lock or
permit particular
geographies could
be important
for keeping data
on your mobile
devices secure.
settings? At the core of all of these
EMM solutions is how they handle
policy settings. With some products, you can set security policies
down to the minimum sub-version
of Android OS or iOS allowed.
You may also be able to disable a
device’s camera, restrict a device to
connect only to specific Wi-Fi networks, control information that is
sent to the phone’s clipboard, set up
password complexity policies, and
prevent particular files from being
edited or printed. Some products

have different policy-setting menus
for Android and iOS devices, just to
add to their complexity.
The granularity can get rather
hair-splitting, such as allowing the
use of a phone’s camera for ordinary photography but preventing
screen captures that can be used to
get around some security restrictions. With some products, you
can block file attachments from
being downloaded. For example,
with Good Technology Good for
Enterprise, you can block specific
file types as well as set a size limit
(up to 32 MB). And with other products, such as BlackBerry Enterprise Server 10, you can easily see
whether a particular policy setting
is relevant for that sub-version of
the mobile OS right from the management console. With products
like Divide, IT admins can send signals to phones that may have been
misplaced or stolen as a step before
completely shutting them down.
Do you need geo-fencing? If
your staff travels outside the U.S.,
having the ability to lock or permit
particular geographies could be
important for keeping data on your
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mobile devices secure. With some
EMM solutions, you can set up
particular policies that can change
as a device moves to areas outside
the U.S. Some products also enable
time-fencing, so you can limit user
logins for particular times of day or
days of the week, or set up different
policies for these times as well.
Can you see which devices are
in compliance with your policies
from a single, clear dashboard?
While it is great to have all this
flexibility when it comes to policy
creation, part of the appeal of an
EMM product is being able to take
specific action after discovering
that something is wrong. When a
user violates a particular security
policy, the following options may
be implemented:
NN Ignore the violation.
NN Warn the user about it.
NN Block the user from accessing his or her protected data
after the warning is issued.
NN Wipe the protected data space.
NN Force a new client download to the phone.
The more mature EMM products
offer the most options. Of course,

Key differences among major EMM solutions
Vendor

Extended
Android API
support

Multifactor
authentication

Geo-fencing
and timefencing

PC management integration

AirWatch Enterprise Mobility
Management

Knox, SAFE,
Kindle, HTC,
others

Yes

Yes

Yes

On-premises,
cloud

BlackBerry
Enterprise
Server 10

Motorola

No

No

No

On-premises

Citrix XenMobile

Knox, SAFE,
Kindle

Yes

Yes

Yes

On-premises,
cloud

Good Technology Good for
Enterprise

3LM

Yes

No

No

On-premises

IBM Endpoint
Manager for
Mobile Devices

SAFE

Yes, with
separate IBM
product

No

Some

On-premises,
cloud

MaaS360 by
Fiberlink (an
IBM company)

Knox, SAFE,
3LM, HTC, LG

Yes

Yes

Yes

Cloud

MobileIron

Knox, SAFE

Yes

Yes

Yes

On-premises,
cloud

SAP Afaria

Knox, SAFE

Yes

Yes

No

On-premises,
cloud

Deployment
options

Note on API support: Specific vendor support by each vendor, including Samsung (Knox
and SAFE, or Samsung for Enterprise), 3LM, HTC, LG and Motorola
Source: MDM tools: Features and functions compared, Computerworld
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this also means that your EMM
administrators must be trained
to understand the implications of
their actions and the differences
between them, as well as what to
do to implement each condition.
Can you whitelist or blacklist
particular mobile apps? Each
EMM solution has a different
mechanism for handling app
policy usage. Some allow for only
whitelisting or both whitelisting
and blacklisting of apps, or provide a simplified app store rubric
for quickly launching corporateapproved apps.
Can you secure your own
corporate-developed apps? With
some products, such as Citrix XenMobile and Apperian’s EASE, you
can secure your own apps with
their tools, to prevent them from
being used by outsiders, or with
other specific policy settings. With
this kind of granularity, each app
can have its own security policy
settings. But that can be either
useful or onerous, depending on
your particular needs. App security mechanisms include using a
sandbox for each app, incorporat-



ing containers via a specialized
software development toolkit from
the EMM vendor, or wrapping the
app in a security layer. Not every
EMM product supports all of these
mechanisms.
How do you secure access to
your enterprise email accounts?
how it implements the protected
Securing corporate email on a
containers it places on devices.
protected mobile device can get
Sometimes there are differences
complex depending on how you
depending on the type of device
deploy your messaging environtoo. For example, the items Divide
ment. Some EMM products, such as
puts in its containers depends
those from BlackBerry and Good
on whether the device is iOS- or
Technology, have a longer history
Android-based. And there can
than others and got their start by
be additional caveats: Fixmo has
providing this kind of protection.
one set of password policies for its
However, if you use a cloud-based
secure iOS container and another
email service for your business
for managing the rest of your
and don’t want your users to downiPhone operations. That can get
load messages to an unprotected
confusing and introduce security
device, you will have to set
issues if not set up propyour email provider to diserly.
able Web, POP and IMAP
Can you protect your
access and use a proxy
Web browsing sessions
server that points to the
too? Some products
RELATED
MDM server.
sandbox the browser
READING
What is inside the prosession from the mobile
MDM
tools:
tected container on each
device or deploy a speFeatures and
device? Another indication
cial protected browser
functions
of a solution’s maturity is
inside their containers.
compared

Many EMM products, such as Citrix, are
providing better support for collaboration,
enabling multiple users to share documents
and edit them in near real time
This affords a level of protection to
mobile browsers that may encounter malware sites.
Do you still need a VPN? With
some products, such as Fixmo,
support for true end-to-end secure
sessions is lacking, so you’ll need
to use a supplemental VPN. Other
products include this protection as
part of the overall solution.
What kind of mobile collaboration is supported? Many EMM
products, such as Citrix, are providing better support for collaboration,
enabling multiple users to share
documents and edit them in near
real time, and they work with tools
such as Microsoft’s SharePoint
to support multiple document
authors. However, with other products, you can secure files but you
can’t share them easily with other
users, or they support only the simplest of collaboration workflows.
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Can you share documents
with users outside your corporate domain? Some products set up a secure tunnel to
your file shares, while others
have publish-and-subscribe
models to make these documents easily available on a
mobile device. Some offerings also support a variety of
intranet-type servers such
as SharePoint. An example
of the latter is Kaseya’s Rover,
which has a set of programming interfaces for a variety
of mobile devices so you
can access corporate data
securely with a native mobile
app. It comes in two pieces:
a server-side gateway that
installs on a Windows computer and iOS and Android
client software.
How are applications and
users enrolled in the solution? Each product has its
own mechanisms for enrolling both apps and users. In
some cases, you can map a
device to a particular user
in your directory services



so that the IT department
doesn’t need any additional
workflow, setup or policies.
Other products allow you to
bulk-enroll users by exporting a comma-separated file
from your directory servers,
which makes the initial onboarding process go faster.
And some products allow for
self-provisioning, which can
be helpful. Understanding
this workflow, along with the
procedure for getting apps
enrolled, is critical in your
evaluation. In some cases,
you might have to go through
a convoluted sequence of
steps to get things accomplished. Not every solution
supports every possible app,
although some products
offer software development
kits or have well-published
interfaces that make enrolling apps easier and less painful. Also, some have their
own app catalogs or portals
to make it easier for users to
launch protected apps.
–D.S.
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In practice
How enterprise mobility management
looks at four different organizations

Bridgepoint Health
Healthcare provider
Toronto, Canada
100 BlackBerry phones managed
with BlackBerry Enterprise Server
Complexity of mobile devices:
Low, only BlackBerrys
Strategic importance: Medium
Geographic spread: One location
B R I D G E P O I N T H E A LT H , A
hospital that manages long-term
care for severely ill patients, was
looking to upgrade its emergency
procedures to enable better realtime access to information during a health crisis. It needed to
cut response times and be able to
quickly distribute information to
staff, even when normal communications such as email and phones
are down or overloaded. The hospital worked with a consultant to boil
down several chapters in its 300page emergency manual to a single
page of easy-to-follow instructions.

L O O Z R B O Y/ F L I C K R 

It then loaded the instructions,
along with a contact list, on an
app designed for emergency field
communications. In case of a pandemic, staff can now react quickly
to changing conditions and get the
right information in the right hands
to protect patients and staff. The
hospital uses its EMM solution to
manage the access rights of various IT emergency staff members
so they have appropriate access to
this information.
“In an emergency setting, getting
the most up-to-date information
and having what you need at your
fingertips is vital. Our BlackBerry
solution makes getting that
information easy. When crisis
strikes, it’s hard to remember what
to do, and you don’t have the time to
rifle through a 300-page document.”
–MONICA JACOBS, DIRECTOR
OF PATIENT RELATIONS,
BRIDGEPOINT HEALTH
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IN PRACTICE

Catholic Diocese of
San Jose, Calif.
K-12 education
1,100 students and 700
staff using iPads managed
with Citrix XenMobile and
other Citrix products
Complexity of mobile devices:
Medium, many different use cases
Strategic importance: High
Geographic spread: 50
locations in several counties
surrounding San Jose
T H E PA RO C H I A L S C H O O L
system of the Catholic Diocese of
San Jose, Calif., runs 30 schools and
deploys technology to support a
number of new initiatives, including blended learning and customized apps for different grade levels.
While it standardized on iPads for
students, it faced the problem of
different grades having different
requirements: Younger students
need devices that are more locked

ALLIE CAULFIELD/FLICKR

down, while older students need
to be able to download their own
apps for various homework assignments. The school system also
wanted to support student-owned
devices being brought to school.
One of the advantages of using an
EMM solution is that the diocese
can now leverage its management
APIs and create a rich fabric of
policies without having lots of app
conflicts or being forced into making compromises on security.
“Just putting a tablet into a student’s
hand doesn’t mean they will
become instantly smarter. But
having the flexibility to manage
different student circumstances
from kindergarten to high school
is important, along with a rich
fabric of policies that makes
them easier to administer.”
–CHARLES KANAVEL, CIO, CATHOLIC
DIOCESE OF SAN JOSE
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IN PRACTICE

Lomond School
K-12 education
Helensburgh, Scotland
500 student and teacher iPads
managed with AirWatch EMM
Complexity of mobile devices: Low, only iPads
Strategic importance: High
Geographic spread: One location
W H E N L O M O N D S C H O O L , A P R I VAT E
K-12 institution, deployed iPads for all of its
students and teachers in a major technology
upgrade, one requirement was an enterprise
mobility management (EMM) solution that
would manage app distribution and work with
Apple’s volume purchase system. The school
also wanted to restrict usage of apps such as Siri
and FaceTime during school hours as well as
access to inappropriate online content. As such,
before students get their tablets, they must sign
an agreement stipulating appropriate usage,
including a ban on deleting search and website
history. With EMM, the school can manage its
iPads, push recommended apps to the devices
and send app update notifications. Also, teachers can more readily review their students’

A L A S D A I R W/ W I K I M E D I A 

work, since everything is saved digitally. For
students, tempting apps are screened during
the school day so there aren’t any distractions,
and they can continue working on their tablets
after school has ended. Enrollment happened
quickly, with most students enrolling their tablets before they were even allowed to use them.
The school is now exploring adding other apps
to the mix, including e-learning systems to distribute homework assignments and manage
grading.

“Students enrolled their own devices in
AirWatch before they were allowed to use
them. This was done in small groups, for
demonstration purposes, and to help students
better understand the software. Reviewing
pupils’ work directly on a mobile device saves a
significant amount of time and greatly reduces
the amount of paper used for assignments.”
–IAIN MORRISON, ACADEMIC
DEPUTY, LOMOND SCHOOL
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IN PRACTICE

Mitsubishi Motors North America
Automotive dealer
Cypress, Calif.
2,000 tablets and smartphones
managed with Good for Enterprise
Complexity of mobile devices:
High device complexity and
various OS types and versions
Strategic importance: High
Geographic spread: Dozens
of locations across the U.S.
M I T S U B I S H I WA S L O O K I N G
to create end-to-end secure mobile
workflows to allow its employees at
dealerships around the country to
have real-time access to the most
up-to-date data and business information. It chose an EMM solution
that provides a secure encrypted
container to isolate its business content — including its own internally
developed apps — on personally
owned smartphones and tablets.
Rather than taking time to boot up
a laptop, establish a VPN connec-

REUTERS/KIM KYUNG-HOON

tion and access the desired content
(such as product data sheets, new
car brochures and parts lists), service employees can now pull out
their tablets and securely access
the latest versions of these documents. They can also collaborate
with co-workers in a secure workspace. Mitsubishi wanted to support
both corporate-owned devices
along with personal ones and still
maintain a high level of security
and usability. Now, its employees
can get more work done on their
devices, and the IT department can
know that corporate data is secure.
“We are keeping our options open
and continuously looking for
new solutions that will enable us
to get the most from our mobile
network in a secure way. And,
of course, we will continue to
explore and expand the number of
enterprise apps we support too.”
–NATALIE MILTON, REGIONAL CIO,
MITSUBISHI NORTH AMERICA

–D.S.
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RESOURCES

10 Essential Elements for a
Secure Mobility Strategy

Securing Android, iOS and Windows
Tablets and Smartphones

With enhanced mobility and work flexibility comes
increased information security risk. Explore the security
implications and capabilities of the major mobile OS platforms and learn more about best practices to fortify security while supporting new levels of productivity.
Download the white paper.

Android, iOS and Windows-based mobile devices— including tablets, smartphones and everything in between—play
an expanding role in enterprise computing, providing new
mobility and flexibility for people and IT. At the same time,
they compound the challenge of maintaining effective
security and privacy of business information. This white
paper describes these issues and explains how they can
be addressed effectively with solutions from Citrix.
Download the white paper for your guide to securing
mobile devices.

Taking Your Enterprise Mobile:
The Executive Checklist
Becoming a mobile enterprise means new opportunities
for your organization and new security challenges for IT.
This white paper reviews the risks associated with mobile
devices in the enterprise, and provides a checklist to use as
you develop policies to maintain control of devices, apps
and data.
Download the white paper.



Securing the Mobile Workspace: Deliver
Any App to Any Device, Anywhere
The new mobile workspace is changing the nature of work.
Work is no longer a place – it’s what we do, and to get the job
done people need secure access to Windows, web, native
mobile and SaaS apps – from any device. Explore the solution that can transform your business.
Download the white paper.
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